WebSpy Live is the ultimate tool for real-time Internet and
email monitoring. Live works in the background and displays
alerts in an unobtrusive dialog as Internet or email misuse
occurs. You can then act on these alerts immediately by
emailing the offending users the details of the alert.
Live monitors your Internet and network traffic by monitoring
log files produced by a logging device, such as an Internet
Gateway, Email or Proxy Server.
Using this tool, managers can monitor how much time
users are spending on the web and where they are going
– facilitating immediate attention to problem areas and
promoting a proactive response to help eliminate Internet
misuse in the workplace or school.

Receive Alerts
Alert on the length of time users
spend browsing, the types of sites
visited, and the types of files
downloaded.
WebSpy Live is the perfect
complement and add-on to
WebSpy’s Analyzer or Vantage range.
Compatible with most popular thirdparty log file formats, Live creates
a real-time solution to your Internet
monitoring needs.
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Key Features
Real Time
Works in real time so you know immediately when someone is
abusing their Internet privileges.

Email Alerts to the offenders
Act on any alert immediately by emailing offending users the
details of their activity.

Support for most popular log formats
Integration with most popular proxy servers, mail servers and
firewalls.

Customizable Triggers
All triggers are customizable to alert ONLY on the Internet
and email behavior you decide is inappropriate.
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ff Microsoft® Windows™ 2000, XP, Server 2003 SP1, or Vista.
ff 1 GHz CPU or faster
ff 512 MB RAM
ff 500 MB free HDD Space
ff An Internet connection capable of accessing XML web services (to
receive automatic updates)

